
Atlas

	Full disclosure: I hate Greek Mythology.  Most of relates to how much of a dick Zeus can be: He comes down to Earth from Olympus and screws every mortal he can find then gets mad at them when they get pregnant.  Then there's all the weird bestiality things where Zeus becomes a swan (a female swan, right?) and forces a person to fall in love with him/her because Zeus can do that because he's all-powerful and when he gets tired of being swan-screwed he zaps everyone away with lightning. ZOOP! 
	"Off to Hades to deal with my even more dickish brother", says Zeus, "Tell him I say both 'Hi" and "Ha ha you're stuck in hell and I'm screwing people as a fucking swan'".  Then Zeus probably turns someone into an apple tree because they said something wrong about his beloved son Hercules, who's another muscle-bound jag-off from Greek Mythology.  I hate Greek Mythology.
	Naturally the first of Hedgegrove's articles was about Atlas, a Grecian Titan that was doomed to carry the Earth on his back when he picked the wrong side against Zeus.  Atlas is the Titan who brings us both the Atlantic Ocean, because he may have been related to Poseidon somehow, and the Lost City of Atlantis, again doom and water which seem to be Atlas' two favorite things.  Only according to Hedgegrove, the Greeks got it wrong.  Atlas was a Titan, but the Titans were more just primal God-concepts that wandered around some great God-City where all Gods lived and worked and communicated with each other. Hedgegrove called this city "Zard".

		Zard was a city like no other: Golden streets amongst rainbow 
		spires. Cathedrals that shone in brilliant ultraviolet light. 
		And fountains! Magnificent fountains that would spit out 
		the clearest water that was never too hot and never too cold.
		There was also a great ice cream parlor where Dairy Deities
		and Ice Lords sent their youngest to learn the family trades.
		It was all good fun.

	So Atlas was a Titan God in this Golden Ice Cream City Zard, and apparently being a Titan just meant that Atlas was an old God, and possibly even a lesser God.  Probably a God who watched over an ancient waterway (so it would still make sense, him having his own Ocean and his own Island).  Anyways, Atlas was wandering around Zard, probably eating ice cream (there is literally a solid page where Hedgegrove does nothing but list out all of the flavors of Ice Cream in Zard) when an old man wearing a long robe came up to him.

		"Excuse me Good Fellow, but my bones grow tired and my 
		knees are weak. Can you help this old man by carrying a 
		token for me? It will be but for a moment" rasped the Old Man
		"Of course! My bones are hearty!" replied Atlas.
		The Old Man smiled and led Atlas to a glimmering fountain
		in a forgotten square of this Great Golden City.
		"In that fountain you will find a sphere.  Carry it while I go
		rest. I am so weary". coughed the Old Man as he pointed
		his withered finger to the fountain where Lo a small sphere
		rested.  Though Atlas did have his doubts- for why is it
		important that such a small sphere be held?- he stepped
		into the fountain and held the token for the old man.
		"Good, good. Thank you Young Man. Oh, and do try not
		to drop it.  You hold in your hands the celestial heavens and
		Earth! If ever it falls into the pool again, our great city and
		the mortals below shall all drown in the brown, terrible water
		of the Under-pond!".
		With that the old man ripped off his cloak: It was Etusurzu, the
		Tricky shadow-duck!

	Right, so also in Zard there are basically "mayors" of each part of the city, all seen over by a great sky-hen named Nuzilu.  On the opposite end of Nuzilu is Etusurzu, the "tricky shadow duck".  Etusurzu isn't necessarily evil, but he constantly wants to drown things in his "Under-pond", which I think is a lake in the Underworld where he spends most of his time.  I think if Etusurzu ever gets his pond to occupy enough land, then he'll have the power to overthrow Nuzilu and plunge the world into chaos.  Not good, or evil, just chaos.  So basically you have this duck who waddles around and tricks people into making a pond bigger.

		Atlas knew he had been trapped, and would never be able to 
		set down this sphere- for it was the sphere of the heavens and
		it must never drop into the fountain below.
		Etusurzu exited to his palace in the shadows, and left Atlas
		alone in the forgotten square, never to be seen and never to be
		heard, but to be of the greatest of importance.

	And that's that.  That is the true, fictional story of Atlas.  Just a guy who tried to help an old man, and was instead screwed into holding up all of everything forever and ever.  Well, he's not doomed to, really.  He can drop the heavenly sphere at any time, but that would of course drown everything in "The Under-pond".  Which sounds sort of gross.
